
Final Examination April 27, 2000 189-380B1. Determine all the plane urves ~�(s); s = ar length, suh that the angle between ~�(s)and ~T (s) = ~�0(s) is a onstant �; 0 < � < �.2. Let ~�(s); s = ar length, be a urve whose torsion � is a non-zero onstant, say � = 1=a.Show that ~� an be expressed in the form~�(s) = a Z ~g(s)� ~g0(s) dsfor some vetor-valued funtion ~g(s) satisfying j~g(s)j = 1 and (~g � ~g0) � ~g00 6= 0.3. Let kn(�) denote the normal urvature of a surfae M in the diretion of ~u = os �~e1 +sin �~e2, where ~e1 and ~e2 are prinipal tangent vetors in the tangent plane TpM . Showthat the mean urvature H(p) of M at p is given byH(p) = 12� Z 2�0 kn(�)d�:4. Compute the Gaussian urvature of the surfae z = e� 12 (x2+y2); (x; y) 2 R2 . Sketh thissurfae indiating the regions where K < 0; K = 0 and K > 0.5. Determine all the surfaes of revolution~X(u; v) = (g(u); h(u) os v; h(u) sin v);(where h(u) > 0 and the pro�le urve (g(u); h(u); 0) has unit speed) of onstant negativeGaussian urvature K = � 12 .6. Let ~X(u; v) be a path. A parallel surfae to ~X at distane a is de�ned by the path~Y (u; v) = ~X(u; v) + a ~N(u; v)where a is a onstant.
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Final Examination April 27, 2000 189-380B7. (a) Show that ~Yu � ~Yv = (1� 2Ha+Ka2)( ~Xu � ~Xv);where H and K denote the mean and Gaussian urvatures of ~X.(b) Show that at regular points the Gaussian urvature of ~Y is given byK~Y = K1� 2Ha+Ka2and the mean urvature of ~Y is given byH~Y = H �Ka1� 2Ha+Ka2 :() Suppose that ~X has non-zero Gaussian urvature K. Suppose furthermore that ~Xhas onstant mean urvature equal to  6= 0. Show that the parallel surfae atdistane a = 12 has onstant Gaussian urvature equal to 42.
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